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In this paper, we propose a hybrid genetic algorithm with fuzzy logic controller (flc-hGA) to solve the resource-constrained multiple project scheduling problem (rc-mPSP) which is well known one of NP-hard problems and the objective in this paper is to minimize total project time in the project. It is difficult for treating the rc-mPSP problems with traditional optimization techniques. The new approach proposed is based on the hybrid genetic algorithm (flc-rkGA) with fuzzy logic controller (FLC) and the random key-based encoding. For these rc-mPSP problems, we demonstrate that the proposed flc-rkGA yields better results than several heuristic genetic algorithms presented in the computation result.
In the first section, we discribe the importance and the wide-ranging applicability of rc-mPSP in todays industry, such as construction of the industrial plants and developping large scale software. However, because of its hardness for solving, we can hardly get the optimal solution good enough for practical use. That's why we do approach this problem constructing new method. In the second section, we construct the assumptions for rc-mPSP, which reflect the practical conditions, and formulate the mathematical model for rc-mPSP. In this model the managerial objective is to minimize the total project time and the decision parameters are the finishing time of activity j in project i. In the third section, we discribe the proposed random key-based genetic algorithm for rc-mPSP which is consist of random key-based encoding, the procedure for subproject precedence, the procedure for activity precedence in each subproject and the procedure for generating suchedules. Next we describe the genetic oparators which is consist of some sort of crossover, mutations and the mechanism in which the fuzzy logic controller works. In the fourth section, we discribe the computational experiments and result for two test problems, and we analyse them. Primary computational experiments were conducted in the special aspect: to find the best schedule, we compare our hybrid random key-based GA (flc-rkGA) with the heuristic algorithm hGA, a-hGA (=flc-hGA) that were proposed for solving rc-mPSP by Kim et al. in 2005. The test problem 1 and test problem 2 consists of 8 and 5 flexible projects respectively and two dummy projects (start and end projects). Collectively, these 8 and 5 projects can perform 10 and 13 activities respectively and two dummy activities (start and end activities). Each activity has fixed multiple unit requirements of three different resources and processing time. The parameters environment for the test problem 1 was set as follows: population size was 30, the ratio of crossover was 0.3, the ratio of both swap-mutation and local search-based mutation were 0.5, and maximum generation was 1000. The parameters environment for the problem 2 was set as follows: population size was 50, the ratioof crossover was 0.5, the ratio of both swap-mutation and local search-based mutation were 0.5, and maximum generation was 1000. Project precedence requirements and successors, processing time and resources data of activity for the rc-mPSP test problem 1,2 are given respectively. The schedule of the rc-mPSP example in test problem 1 and problem 2 obeyed limited resources The computational results of test problems 1,2 for the hGA, a-hGA, and flc-rkGA shows that the flc-rkGA performs better than the other heuristic algorithms with regard to total project time t F and CPU times. The flc-rkGA algorithm is especially quick at the CPU time to stop condition than hGA and a-hGA. For more detailed comparison on the adaptive schemes used in each heuristic algorithm, we analyzed the convergence behaviors of the mutation operator and average fitness values during the search process of each algorithm in problem 1. Fig. 1 shows the behaviors of average fitness of total project time. Fig. 2 shows the behaviors of mutation rate. Fig. 1 show that in the initial stage a-hGA and flc-rkGA have the almost same convergence process. But flc-rkGA has the t F better than a-hGA after generation number 10 and produces the alternative schedules of the same t F after generation number 16. In the Fig. 2 , the evolutionary behavior of the mutation rate of flc-rkGA algorithm is decreased. In the evolutionary behaviors of the mutation rate of a-hGA algorithm, mutation probability always changes suddenly. It is the problem of a-hGA heuristic algorithm. 
